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IR-337 Issues 1 and 2 (Profiles 106a and 212a)
This convenient and informative guide offers a high-level look at the equipment and
connections needed for testing Gfast. Telebyte can provide all the hardware and
software to fully automate IR-337, Issue 1 and 2.
The guide follows the Broadband Forum’s IR-337 Gfast Certification Test Plan (Issues 1
and 2) which provide a set of functional, stability and performance test cases that focus
on interoperability between FTU-R’s (e.g., CPEs) and FTU-O’s (e.g., DPUs). IR-337 is relied
upon by test laboratories, service providers, equipment manufacturers and chipset
makers for a variety of reasons. For example, all or part of it may be used as a common
reference by service providers running vendor trials, or by vendors for troubleshooting
issues in preparation for certification. It is also used by the University of New Hampshire
InterOperability Laboratory (UNH-IOL) for IR-337 Gfast Certification testing. While the
actual IR-337 document provides the vital step-by-step details for all aspects of testing
the standard, the reader will see that most of the tests are run using one basic
equipment setup with no changes in connections (only the relevant aspects are
highlighted).
This approach is invaluable in the industry’s efforts to accelerate the worldwide adoption
of Gfast. Of equal importance is the standardization of physical-layer test equipment
that allows all parties to have a common platform so they may more efficiently compare
results and diagnose issues.



All tests in this guide contain a connection diagram and a list of the minimum
hardware required. In addition, almost all tests shown can be used for Gfast
Profiles 106a and 212a, except where noted. This guide does not cover testing
with coaxial cable. Please see the Minimum Requirement Considerations section
at the end of this guide for additional notes. Furthermore, tests can be
automated using the UNH-IOL’s Test Sentinel Automation software.
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About the IR-337 Functional Tests
The functional tests are designed to ensure correct functional operation of the Gfast DPU and CPE
modems. The goal is to place the modems in common everyday environmental situations and confirm
they are configured optimally for the most stable and reliable use in the field.
For management purposes, the equipment must be able to communicate and provide information back
to the management system that includes vendor ID information, serial numbers, software version,
hardware version, firmware upgrades and service monitoring data. The modems are configured and
controlled for operation in different frequency bands, power outputs, and with various noise protection
settings and noise environments. The modems should monitor their noise environment and adjust
operation accordingly.
The modems must be able to recover from power outages when the owner unplugs the power source
from the unit, there is a loss of power to the premises, or the user disconnects the telephone cable. For
equipment that requires Reversed Power Feed (RPF), the Power Source Equipment (PSE) provides the
power to the DPU equipment, RPF shall be used for the applicable tests. If the DPU supports both a local
power supply and RPF then the user may decide which power source to use for testing.
The signal also comes under stress from various noise in the environment such as RFI and background
noise. These are introduced during the tests to ensure the modems can function without error. The
modems may use Fast Rate Adaptation and/or Seamless Rate Adaption to deal with increases (or
decreases) in environmental noise. It also tests the Retransmission function of resending data in a memory
buffer if a modem on the link does not receive the data error free. These functional tests check to make
sure these response techniques are operating properly.
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Inventory Data Test
The Inventory Data Test verifies the DPU has collected the correct information from the CPEs linked to it. A 100m loop
length is used to verify the link is up and transmitting data containing the Chipset, DPU and CPE vendor, version number
and serial number information.
The vendor information is used to confirm the version of software and firmware running on each device and supports
remote management or upgrades via the Cloud CO. This information can also be used to verify an upgrade has completed
successfully.
For this test, a signal travels 100m on twisted pair for Profiles 106a and 212a. A cable farm automation switch includes
and excludes the appropriate segments of real twisted pair cable to achieve the desired loop length. The estimated test
time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable CW1420 cable (x2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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PSD Limit Mask Test
The PSD Limit Mask Test verifies the signals transmitted by the DUT (device under test) conform to the requirements
defined in ITU-T G.9700 for the Power Spectral Density (PSD) limit mask and the maximum transmit power. Telebyte
measures this PSD Mask using the correct Measurement Bandwidths (MBW) defined in the standard including both inband and out-out-of-band measurements. The DUT may be either the DPU or the CPE.
The transmitted power from the Gfast link devices must be less than the PSD limit mask to ensure lower crosstalk on
twisted pair cable, power consumption and interference with other network devices. This is necessary because multiple
Gfast devices in a twisted pair cable binder can produce an environment that makes it difficult for the FEXT to be cancelled,
thus lowering the data rate. If all the Gfast devices in the binder are lower than the PSD limit mask, then the Vectored
Gfast link will be able to cancel the FEXT effectively and each home will maintain a high data rate.
There are two test cases (one with a high-power and one with a lower-power setting) on twisted pair (4dBm and -3dBm).
The measurement is analyzed from 500kHz to 212MHz for Profile 106a and from 500kHz to 250MHz for Profile 212a. The
power is measured only during transmitted symbols from 2Mhz to 106MHz or 212MHz depending on the profile type.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while the digital analyzer captures and analyzes the physical
layer Gfast signal, then displays any deviation from the PSD limit mask. The PSD test jig provides the necessary interface
for twisted pair cable with a precise 100 ohms flat attenuation. The estimated test time is 30 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-JIG PSD JIG (x1)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
The current version of the 501-JIG is limited to testing of Profile 106a or 212a. Reverse Power Feed(RPF) is not supported
by the Telebyte 501-JIG. RPF should be turned off on the DUT port and a 2nd PSE port used to power up the DPU that is
not the test port.
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Sub-Carrier Masking Test
The Sub-Carrier Masking Test determines if the DUT (device under test) has settings available that allow for configuration
of the frequency used to transmit data. It then verifies that some sub-carrier frequencies can be set to have no bit-loading
or reduced transmit power.
If there are permanent noise sources in the environment that are reducing the signal-to-noise ratio margin on certain
frequency bands, then Gfast can be configured to avoid using these frequency bands. Avoiding them allows the Gfast link
to be more stable thus providing a better quality of service.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while the digital analyzer captures and analyzes the Gfast
physical layer signal, then displays any deviation from the Sub-Carrier mask. The test jig provides the necessary interface.
The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-JIG PSD JIG (x1)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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PSD Shaping Test
The PSD Shaping Test verifies the Gfast modems can be configured to use frequency bands that do not interfere with
VDSL2 modems by using non-overlapping frequencies.
VDSL2 Profile 17A uses Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) with Downstream and Upstream bands up to 17.6MHz. If
the outside cable plant contains multi-pair cable with homes from 300ft to 9,000ft from the DPU, some of the longer loops
may fall back from Gfast to VDSL2. It is important to be able to configure Gfast so the longer loops can run VDSL2 without
interference.
Gfast may be configured to avoid a frequency overlap by using frequencies from 20MHz to 106MHz or 20MHz to 212MHz
while VDSL2 uses frequencies from 25kHz to 17.6MHz. This approach produces the best data-rate possible for each
technology working in harmony.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while the digital analyzer captures and analyzes the Gfast
physical layer signal, then displays any deviation from the required PSD shape. The test jig provides the necessary
interface. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-JIG PSD JIG (x1)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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RFI Notching Test
The RFI Notching Test verifies the Gfast modems can be configured to avoid frequencies that interfere with broadcast or
amateur radio frequency bands.
Over-the-air digital TV as well as AM and FM radio are omnipresent, often reducing the signal-to-noise ratio margin in
those bands. To provide more stable and reliable performance, the Gfast link may be configured to avoid those
frequencies.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while the digital analyzer captures and analyzes the Gfast
physical layer signal, then displays any deviation from the expected results. The test jig provides the necessary interface.
The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-JIG PSD JIG (x1)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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UPBO Test
The UPBO (Upstream Power Back-Off) Test verifies the Gfast CPE modems do not transmit at a power higher than the
calculated upstream transmit PSD mask (which includes a reduction based on the UPBO setting). It also verifies the CPE is
calculating the electrical length of the copper loop correctly.
On short loops, the Far End CPE may be transmitting at a power level high enough to increase the amount of crosstalk in
a multi-pair cable limiting the performance of other pairs in the cable binder. To reduce this crosstalk, UPBO can be
implemented to increase the performance of the multiple Gfast links in the same cable. This helps with downstream and
upstream data rates on the system level by reducing the amount of noise in the cable. A flat attenuator with PSD_ATTN =
20 dB results in a kl0_reference = 3.4 dB for ITU-T G.9701 profile 106a and 2.5dB for ITU-T G.9701 profile 212a.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while the digital analyzer captures and analyzes the Gfast
physical layer signal, then displays any deviation from the expected results. The test jig provides the necessary interface.
The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-JIG PSD JIG (x1)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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TIGA Test
The TIGA (Transmitter Initiated Gain Adjustment) Test verifies the Gfast CPE modems do not transmit at a power higher
than the PSD limit mask in the presence of other high-crosstalk links joining the vectored group on copper wire.
If multiple pairs of twisted pair cable are closely coupled together with a sufficient overlapping exposure length, then the
coupling signals from the multiple modems may add to the signal power and produce a signal with too much power. The
TIGA test will trigger the TIGA counter to limit the power transmitted by the modem.
As an example of this might be found in a Multi-Dwelling Unit (MDU) where several Gfast modems are connected to short
loop lengths and using older CAT3 rated twisted pair cable. This situation could result in a high degree of crosstalk. The
TIGA function of the modems would then limit the power output resulting in better performance for all the modems in
the short cable bundle.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while the digital analyzer captures and analyzes the Gfast
physical layer signal, then displays any deviation from the PSD limit mask. The test jig provides the necessary interface.
The modem signals are added into the test automatically one at a time until all four are in play. The estimated test time is
30 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-JIG PSD JIG (x1)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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TDD Inter-Frame Gap Test
The TDD Inter-Frame Gap Test verifies the Gfast DPU and CPE modems maintain the proper timing and gap times for the
Gfast TDD (Time Division Duplexing) frame over two loop lengths (20m and 200m) on copper wire. These different loop
lengths have different propagation delay times so this testing insures the Gfast gap times are correct between start and
stop of the TDD transmissions.
To allow equipment from different Gfast vendors to work together, their TDD signal frame must be compliant with a
standard so they can communicate with each other over different loop lengths without errors. An example of this would
be when a Service Provider has multiple vendors supplying equipment and interoperability among the devices is
mandatory.
For this test, the TPS and DRA Test Modes are enabled while a digital analyzer captures and analyzes a Gfast physical layer
signal that travels either 20m or 200m. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate segments
of real copper cable to achieve the specified loop length. The digital analyzer then displays any deviation from the expected
results. Twisted Pair Probes are used as part of the capture process. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-PROBE-D250 Differential Mode Probe (x1/x2)
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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DS and US Ratio (Mds) Test
The DS (downstream) and US (upstream) Ratio (Mds) Test verifies the Gfast DPU or CPE modems maintain the proper
transmission time and rate as configured by the DPU. Mds is the number of symbols in the downstream and Mus is the
number of symbols in the upstream. The TDD (Time Division Duplexing) frames are validated on a loop length of 100m for
twisted pair copper wire.
Gfast supports configurable downstream-to-upstream data rate ratios to provide different downstream or upstream
traffic priorities or symmetric data rates. The DPU might configure a function called the DTA (Dynamic Timing Allocation)
which will change the Gfast ratio based on the downstream or upstream traffic. Collective DTA allows the same ratio
changes on all pairs over twisted pair cable. This could result in a data rate performance test showing a 600Mbps data
rate downstream (when downloading a file) and a 600Mbps data rate upstream (when uploading a video). It is possible
that the performance of the link may appear to show that data rates are very high in both directions while the reality is
that the DTA function is changing the ratio to prioritize unidirectional traffic at certain times.
For this test, a digital analyzer captures and analyzes a Gfast physical layer signal that travels 100m on twisted pair copper
wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate segments of real copper twisted pair cable
to achieve the desired loop length. The digital analyzer then calculates and displays any deviation from the expected TDD
frame results. Probes are used as part of the capture process. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-PROBE-D250 Differential Mode Probe (x1/x2)
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Accelerated MTBE Test
The Accelerated MTBE (mean time between error) Test verifies the Gfast DPU or CPE modems are maintaining the proper
MTBE as defined in G.9701. The transmission time and rate are configured by the DPU and the TDD (Time Division
Duplexing) frames are validated on a loop length of 100m for twisted pair copper. The DPU provides the data for errorfree bits vs. uncorrected errors.
No Retransmission (RTX),Seamless Rate Adaptation (SRA) or Fast Rate Adaptation (FRA) functions are allowed in this test
and noise is injected to decrease the signal-to-noise ratio margin below 1.25dB. This allows a bit error test to run for 5
minutes to be certain the link is operational without too many errors.
For this test, the TPS and DRA Test Modes are enabled on a 100m loop. A cable farm automation switch includes and
excludes the appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. The analyzer function of the traffic
generator may be used to send and receive error-free data greater than 95% of the Net Data Rate (NDR) and confirm the
bit error rate. A noise generator and injector are used to inject -120dBm/Hz at the DUT (device under test) side of the
loop. The estimated test time is 15 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) or 4902-2-300L-TPD
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable for CFA-24 (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Discontinuous Operation Test
The Discontinuous Operation Test verifies a DUT (device under test) is behaving properly when it is operating over a 100m
loop on twisted pair copper wire or when it is powered down to save energy because there is no data traffic. This test
includes measuring signal levels during these two states and is performed in the presence of either continuous upstream
and downstream Ethernet frames of traffic or when there is no traffic.
During the test, the average upstream and downstream net data rates are varied based on a table that indicates what
values are inbounds. The Gfast physical layer signal is averaged over eight TDD (Time Division Duplexing) frames and is
displayed and measured in both the time domain and frequency domain. The test also confirms whether the DPU powers
down automatically at the appropriate time.
This function is designed to save energy, especially when reverse powering is used. The Gfast DPU should power down
the line whenever there is no traffic present on any of the CPE modem links. If no links have active data, the DPU will shut
down to save power, but maintain a low power communication link to its management agent.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic while a digital analyzer captures and analyzes a Gfast physical
layer signal that travels 100m. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate segments of real
copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. The digital analyzer then displays any deviation from the expected results.
Probes are used as part of the capture process on the DUT side of the setup. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 501 Gfast Digital Analyzer (x1)
Telebyte 501-PROBE-D250 Differential Mode Probe (x1/x2)
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Bit Swap or SRA Test
The Bit Swap Test validates the DUT (device under test) will support the Online Reconfiguration (OLR) of dynamic bit
swapping when a band of noise or noises is found on the 100m Gfast link. SRA (Seamless Rate Adaption) is effectively
turned off for this test by setting the time period to 16383 seconds.
Bit swapping moves bits of data from one frequency with noise to one without noise, to maintain the best data rate.
During train-up, initial bands of noise are present at -119dBm/Hz from 50MHz to 60MHz (Noise Band 1) and from 70MHz
to 80MHz (Noise Band 2). The second band of noise is increased during the test by 20dBm/Hz while the amplitude of the
first band is reduced by 20dBm/Hz in 2dBm/Hz increments every 2 seconds. This method is used to validate whether the
DPU performs a bit swapping operation. This is a dynamic condition with the band of noises decreasing or increasing every
2 seconds for a total change of 20dB for the duration of the test on both sides of the loop.
There are many noise sources in the home, including appliances that have switching power supplies that emit interference
when turned on and off. To maintain high data rates the Gfast modem may use the “clean” frequencies to bit load data
and subtract bits from the “noisy” frequencies.
For this test, a 100m loop of twisted pair copper wire is used. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to
inject a variety of high-level noises over multiple noise bands at the DUT (device under test) side of the loop. The estimated
test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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SRA Downshift Test
The SRA (Seamless Rate Adaption) Downshift Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can lower the Net Data Rate (NDR)
in fine increments when the noise on that link slowly increases. A wide band AWGN is injected on both sides of the loop
and the link is trained up. Then the noise is increased in 1dB steps for a total of 6dB to see if the data rate is slowly lowered.
If the signal environment gets noisy enough, it can cause retraining of the link. Lowering the data rate to compensate for
the noise may prevent this from occurring. The SRA function can lower the data rate in fine adjustments to maintain a
minimum signal-to-noise margin to prevent retraining the link if the noise is varying slowly on the copper link.
For this test, a 100m loop is used on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to
inject -120dBm/Hz on both sides of the loop. The estimated test time is 15 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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SRA Upshift Test
The SRA (Seamless Rate Adaption) Upshift Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can increase the Net Data Rate (NDR)
in fine increments when the noise on that link slowly decreases. A wide band AWGN is injected on both sides of the loop
and the Gfast link is trained up. Then the noise is decreased in 1dB steps for a total of 6dB to see if the data rate is slowly
increased.
If the noise in a signal’s environment lowers enough to allow a higher data rate, the SRA function will automatically
increase that rate in fine increments to maintain a minimum signal-to-noise margin. This maintains stability and offers the
best bit loading possible (hence, the best data rates).
For this test, a 100m loop is used on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to
inject -120dBm/Hz on both sides of the loop. The estimated test time is 15 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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FRA & SRA Upshift Test
The FRA (Fast Rate Adaption) & SRA (Seamless Rate Adaption) Upshift Test validates whether a 20m Gfast twisted pair
copper link can lower the Net Data Rate (NDR) rapidly when the noise on a link suddenly increases. It also tests the SRA
fine adjustment when the noise is returned to the level seen during initialization when the high noise condition was not
present.
A band of high noise of amplitude -101dBm/Hz is injected on the CPE side of a 20m loop copper twisted pair cable and the
Gfast link is trained up. Then the noise is decreased suddenly to -113dBm/Hz to see if the data rate is increased in a fine
adjustment with SRA. Following that, the high noise is returned at -101dBm/Hz to initiate an FRA operation which should
lower the data rate by a large amount. It is important to note, the noise is injected only on the CPE side of the 20m twisted
pair copper loop which has very low attenuation, with levels intended to impact both the CPE and DPU transceivers.
Changes from these levels and loop lengths are strongly discouraged.
To maintain stability and prevent loss of link, the FRA may lower the data rate in large coarse adjustments to maintain a
minimum signal-to-noise margin to prevent the reinitialization of the link. Once the FRA operation is completed, and the
line is stable, SRA is used to “finalize” the lower data rate in the presence of the higher noise level.
For this test, a 20m loop copper twisted pair cable is used. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to
inject the specified noise only on the CPE side of the loop. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]

•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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RPA Test
The RPA (Robust Management Channel Parameter Adjustment) Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can perform the
RPA when noise is increased and the RMC (Robust Management Channel) signal-to-noise margin is reduced below a target
of 12dB. This tests a significant reduction for the RMC SNR over the most used of the four different bands of RMC tones.
The Gfast link is trained up to showtime with a wideband AWGN noise at -120dBm/Hz. The four different bands of RMC
are from 2MHz to 28MHz, 28MHz to 54MHz, 54MHz to 80MHz and 80MHz to 120MHz. Then the RMC band that is most
utilized for RMC bit loading is determined. A band limited noise of AWGN at -115dBm/Hz is injected on both sides of the
loop over that RMC band for an increase of noise amplitude of 5dB. This noise is increased in 1dB steps until the signal-tonoise margin of the RMC is reduced significantly at each end of the loop to within 2dB of the minimum RMC SNR of 10dB.
The RMC SNRus is monitored at the DPU side and the RMC SNRds at the CPE side and the bit loading is recorded. The Gfast
link should not lose showtime during this test.
To maintain stability and offer the best performance, the RMC must be operational in the different frequency bands even
in the presence of high noise. The RMC performs the management of the Gfast link and if lost may cause a Fast
reinitialization or in worst case conditions a full reinitialization.
For this test, a 100m copper twisted pair cable is used. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to
inject the band limited noise on both sides of the loop and the amplifier offset function is used to increase the noise in
1dB steps. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) or 4902-2-300L-TPD Gfast 2-port Noise Injector
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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RMC Bit Loading Configuration Test
The RMC (Robust Management Channel) Bit Loading Configuration Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can perform
the RMC bit loading configuration accurately.
The RMCds of the CPE is set to a bit loading of 6, 5 and 2 bits while the RMCus of the DPU is set to 6, 3 and 2 bits,
respectively. The bit loading is monitored and verified.
To maintain stability and offer the best performance possible the RMC must be configured for different operational
environments.
The Gfast physical layer signal travels 100m on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and
excludes the appropriate segments of real copper cable to achieve the desired loop length. The estimated test time is 10
minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Reinitialization Policy Test
The Reinitialization Policy Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can perform the reinitialization procedure. These tests
do not apply to DPU device that require Reverse Power Feed (RPF).

Short Disconnect Test
The Short Disconnect Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can perform the reinitialization procedure if that link is
disconnected for a short time (that does not cause more than one occurrence of loss of signal [los] or loss of RMC [lor]
counter event).
The copper pair cable is disconnected very accurately for a duration of 100ms with both the tip and ring signals of the
twisted pair, respectively being opened for 100ms and then closed. The Gfast link must not re-initialize with either a Fast
or Full reinitialization. This test is repeated five times.
This ensures that, if you have bad splices on both tip and ring wires resulting in a 100ms opening, the Gfast link will not
reinitialize. The goal is stable quality of service.
For this test, a 100m loop is used on twisted pair cable. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Long Disconnect Test with LOS Failure
The Long Disconnect Test with LOS Failure validates whether the 100m Gfast link can perform the FAST_INITS (Fast
reinitialization procedure) when the link is disconnected for a long time (that causes a loss of signal [los] counter event,
but shorter than a loss of RMC [lor] event).
The copper pair is disconnected very accurately for 500ms with both the tip and ring signals of the twisted pair being
opened for 500ms and then closed. The Gfast link must not have a full reinitialization, but must have a Fast reinitialization.
The lor is set to 2 seconds for this test.
This ensures that, if you have a loss of signal on both tip and ring wires, the Gfast link will not perform a FULL_INITS (Full
reinitialization procedure). The link may, however, perform a FAST_INITS which does not take as much time as a
FULL_INITS.
For this test, a 100m loop is used. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate segments of real
cable to achieve the desired loop length. This test is repeated five times. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Long Disconnect Test with LOR Failure
The Long Disconnect Test with LOR Failure validates whether the 100m Gfast link can perform the FAST_INITS (Fast
reinitialization procedure) when that link is disconnected for a long time (that causes a of loss of RMC [lor] counter event,
but shorter than a loss of signal [los] event).
The copper pair is disconnected very accurately for a duration of 500ms with both the tip and ring signals of the twisted
pair being opened for 500ms and then closed. The Gfast link must not have a full reinitialization, but must have a Fast
reinitialization. The los is set to 2 seconds for this test.
This ensures if you have a loss of signal on both tip and ring wires or single conductor and shield for 0.5 seconds the Gfast
link will not perform a full reinitialization which takes a longer time than a Fast reinitialization.
For this test, a 100m loop is used on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Dying Gasp Test
The Dying Gasp Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can perform when the CPE sends a “dying gasp message” when
the AC power is lost at the CPE side of the loop. If the DPU is being tested this verifies it can receive the dying gasp message
from the CPE and forward this to the Persistent Management Agent over the management protocol or Cloud CO. This test
is optional for Gfast Profiles 106a, 212a, 106c and 212c.
The CPE power plug is disconnected to remove AC mains power to the CPE modem. This should produce a lpr-fe (far-end
loss of power) counter event. The power to the CPE is then reconnected.
During the test, the copper pair is disconnected very accurately for 10s with both the tip and ring signals of the twisted
pair being opened and then closed or the single conductor and shield being opened and closed. The Gfast link must have
the loss of signal (los) counter set true and false values.
For this test, a 100m loop is used on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. The switch also performs the task of opening and
closing the tap and ring signals for 10s. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Increased Bit Loading Test
The Increased Bit Loading Test validates whether a Gfast device is capable to allocate 14bits per subcarrier.
During the test, the Gfast link on relatively short loops with a high SNR should be able to allocate 14bits per subcarrier
over a range of frequencies to increase the data rates.
For this test, a 50m loop is used on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Test Parameters Test
The Test Parameters Test validates whether a Gfast device supports the Quiet Line Noise Test (QLN), Active Line Noise
test (ALN), insertion loss test (HLOG) and Signal Attenuation (SATN).
During the test, the Gfast link DPU will record the self-tests that are run on the loop between the DPU and CPE. This data
is used to determine the parameter setting for the link and should reflect the dynamic state of the link.
For this test, a 100m loop is used on twisted pair copper wire. A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the
appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. The estimated test time is 10 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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About the IR-337 Stability Tests
The Stability tests in IR-337 consist of adding impulsive or time varying noise to the environment to test
the robustness of the Gfast technology with different noise conditions.
These tests ensure the stability of Gfast modems in the presence of common environmental noises such
as REIN from the 50Hz or 60Hz AC power lines and RFI from the atmosphere. High amplitude bursts of
noise such as lightning strikes (SHINE) stress the Gfast modems. Such an event can cause loss of service
in a thunderstorm. Testing is performed using dynamic noise conditions (fluctuating RFI) to ensure the
CPE modem will re-initialize and train up if required with minimal loss of service.
These noise conditions reduce the signal-to-noise margin and make it more difficult for error-free
performance. It tests the FRA, Bit Swapping and SRA functions of the Gfast hardware.
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SHINE Stability Test
The SHINE Stability Test validates whether the 100m Gfast link can remain stable and pass data traffic in the presence of
high amplitude, bursts of noise.
Three types of SHINE (Single Highly Isolated Noise Events) with different pulse widths and periods are tested on the Gfast
link. SHINE Type 1 noise with 4ms pulse width is expected to be completely correctable. SHINE Type 2(100ms pulse width)
and Type 3 (800ms pulse width) are expected to cause errors, but not reinitialization of the Gfast link. A flat -140dBm/Hz
AWGN noise is injected on both sides of the loop and the Gfast link is trained up. Then the SHINE noise at -95dBm/Hz from
138kHz to 240MHz for different durations is added on the DUT (device under test) side of the loop to see the effect on
the Gfast link and data throughput.
To maintain stability and offer the best data rates, the Retransmission function is used when a high noise event occurs,
such as a lightning strike in a thunderstorm. This test will validate that the Gfast link modems, when configured, will not
retrain when experiencing this powerful “bursty” noise condition.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic that travels 100m, where the traffic is configured to a bit rate
equal to 50% of the ETR (error free throughput). Note, SHINE Type 2 and SHINE Type 3 noises are expected to cause some
packet loss, because the pulse lengths exceed the “length of time” protected by retransmission. A cable farm automation
switch includes and excludes the appropriate segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop. A noise generator and
injector are used to inject the -140dBm/Hz AWGN noise and SHINE at -95dBm/Hz on the specified side(s) of the test. The
estimated test time is 15 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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REIN Stability Test
The REIN Stability Test validates whether a 100m Gfast link can remain stable and pass data traffic in the presence of REIN
(Repetitive Electrical Impulse Noise) conditions that are induced on the Gfast link from the AC power lines in the home.
Two types of REIN with different pulse widths are tested on the Gfast link. REIN Type 1 (100us burst duration) and Type 2
(1ms burst duration) noise are expected to be completely correctable.
A flat -140dBm/Hz AWGN level noise is injected on both sides of the loop and the Gfast link is trained up. Then the REIN
with an amplitude of -90dBm/Hz down to -150dBm/Hz is added on the DUT (device under test) side of the loop to see the
effect on the Gfast link and data throughput. To maintain stability and offer the best data rates, the noise immunity of the
Gfast configuration is expected to protect against the periodic impulses that occur on the power line (either single-phase
or three-phase 50 Hz or 60Hz AC power systems). This test will validate that the Gfast link modems, when configured, will
not retrain with this common noise condition or have a higher error rate.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic that travels 100m, where the traffic is configured to a bit rate
equal to 90% of the ETR (error free throughput). A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate
segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to inject -140dBm/Hz
AWGN noise and REIN on the specified side(s) of the test. The estimated test time is 15 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) or 4902-2-300L-TPD Gfast 2-port Noise Injector
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Fluctuating Broadband RFI Noise Present at Initialization Test
The Fluctuating Broadband RFI Noise Present at Initialization Test validates whether the 100m Gfast link can remain stable
and pass data traffic in the presence of RFI (Radio Frequency Ingress) noise from the environment.
A flat -140dBm/Hz AWGN noise is injected on both sides of the loop and then the RFI noise is added on the CPE side of
the loop while the Gfast link is trained up to see the effect on the Gfast link train-up and data throughput. The noise is
started during the train-up time of the link to ensure no errors and that the link will in-fact train up to Showtime with
varying RFI noise.
RFI from shortwave radios, ham radios, Software Defined Radios, Emergency Services, Military, Aeronautical, AM, FM and
Digital Television broadcasts are very common in our environment. This test will validate whether or not the Gfast link
modems, when configured with the proper Reed-Solomon setting, will retrain or lose data with this ever-present
fluctuating noise condition.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic that travels 100m, where the traffic is configured to a bit rate
equal to 90% of the ETR (error free throughput). A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate
segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to inject -140dBm/Hz
AWGN noise or RFI on the specified side(s) of the test. The estimated test time is 5 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Stationary Broadband RFI Noise Present at Initialization Test
The Stationary Broadband RFI Noise Present at Initialization Test validates whether the 100m Gfast link can train up and
remain stable and pass data traffic in the presence of RFI (Radio Frequency Ingress) noise from the environment.
A flat -140dBm/Hz AWGN noise is injected on both sides of the loop and the RFI is injected on the CPE side during the
Gfast link train-up period and fixed in amplitude and frequency. The noise is started during the train up of the link to
ensure the link will train up to Showtime in the presence of fixed RFI noise. The RFI power conditions remain fixed so this
test ensures the performance under static conditions of RFI noise.
RFI from shortwave radios, ham radios, Software Defined Radios, Emergency Services, Military, Aeronautical, AM, FM and
Digital Television broadcasts are very common in our environment. This test will validate whether or not the Gfast link
modems, when configured with the proper Reed-Solomon setting, will retrain or lose data with this ever-present fixed
noise condition.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic that travels 100m, where the traffic is configured to a bit rate
equal to 90% of the ETR (error free throughput). A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate
segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to inject -140dBm/Hz
AWGN noise or RFI on the specified side(s) of the test. The estimated test time is 5 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Fluctuating Broadband RFI Noise Present at Showtime Test
The Fluctuating Broadband RFI Noise Present at Showtime Test validates whether the 100m Gfast link can remain stable
and pass data traffic in the presence of RFI (Radio Frequency Ingress) noise from the environment, when the noise is added
after the Gfast link is already in Showtime.
A flat -140dBm/Hz AWGN noise is injected on both sides of the loop during train up and the RFI is injected on the CPE side
after the Gfast link has reached Showtime. The RFI noise is started after the Gfast link has reached Showtime and will vary
over frequency and amplitude. The RFI power will fluctuate depending on the time of day and atmospheric conditions so
this test ensures the performance under dynamic conditions with varying RFI noise.
RFI from shortwave radios, ham radios, Software Defined Radios, Emergency Services, Military, Aeronautical, AM, FM and
Digital Television broadcasts are very common in our environment. This test will validate whether or not the Gfast link
modems, when configured with the proper Reed-Solomon setting, will retrain or lose data with this ever-present
fluctuating noise condition.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic that travels 100m, where the traffic is configured to a bit rate
equal to 90% of the ETR (error free throughput). A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate
segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to inject -140dBm/Hz
AWGN noise or RFI on the specified side(s) of the test. The estimated test time is 5 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Stationary Broadband RFI Noise Present at Showtime Test
The Stationary Broadband RFI Noise Present at Showtime Test validates whether the 100m Gfast link can remain stable
and pass data traffic in the presence of RFI (Radio Frequency Ingress) noise from the environment, when the noise is added
after the Gfast link is already in Showtime.
A flat -140dBm/Hz AWGN noise is injected on both sides of the loop during train up and the RFI is injected on the CPE side
after the Gfast link has reached Showtime. The noise is started after the Gfast link has reached Showtime and will remain
fixed over frequency and amplitude. The RFI power conditions remain fixed so this test ensures the performance under
static conditions of RFI noise.
RFI from shortwave radios, ham radios, Software Defined Radios, Emergency Services, Military, Aeronautical, AM, FM and
Digital Television broadcasts are very common in our environment. This test will validate whether the Gfast link modems,
when configured with the proper Reed-Solomon setting, will retrain or lose data with this ever-present fixed noise
condition.
For this test, a traffic generator produces continuous traffic that travels 100m, where the traffic is configured to a bit rate
equal to 90% of the ETR (error free throughput). A cable farm automation switch includes and excludes the appropriate
segments of real cable to achieve the desired loop length. A noise generator and injector are used to inject -140dBm/Hz
AWGN noise or RFI on the specified side(s) of the test. The estimated test time is 5 minutes.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (x1)
Telebyte 4902-AWG2-300 2-Port AWG Card (x2)
Telebyte 4902-N21 IR-337 Gfast Noise Library
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1) (or 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C [x1])
BT Cable (for the CFA-24) CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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About the IR-337 Performance Tests
The IR-337 Performance Tests target the data rates of a single line over different loop lengths and with
a Star Bridged Tap. The different loop lengths have different attenuation values that increase with the
loop length. This scenario tests the dynamic range of the modem and its ability to support high data
rates. The Star Bridged Tap creates reflections and nulls in the attenuation curve which makes it more
difficult for the modem to predict the attenuation present on the loop. These tests validate how well the
modems can handle such conditions.
In the multi-line case FEXT Cancellation is tested with 4 modems in 1 cable binder and 4 modems in
another cable binder. This tests the Vectoring performance with inter-binder Far End Crosstalk from 4
modems. Both binders consist of CW1420 cable and are cabled/run parallel to one another.
In the Disorderly Shutdown test we want to make sure that, when one CPE is unplugged or reconnected
in a home, it does not cause issues for the other modems in the neighborhood (that have cable pairs in
the same cable binder or are connected to the same DPU).
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Single-Line Performance Test
Single-Line Basic Throughput Test over a Copper Wire Pair
The Single-Line Performance Test validates whether the Gfast link can reach the expected data rate vs six different loop
lengths including a bridged tap. The Gfast link data rate will vary inversely with the loop attenuation so this must be tested
to see if the performance of the modems can use sufficient bandwidth to achieve the expected data rates.
One of the loops in the Single-Line Performance Test is the Home Network Bridged Tap Test Loop (see diagram below)
which consists of an isolated drop wire from the street to the house, known as the Network Termination Point (NTP). The
topology also contains in-home wiring of twisted pair cabling to 5 rooms, with the CPE connected in the room 20m away
from the NTP. The other rooms are 2m, 2.5m, 5m, and 10m away from the NTP creating 4 bridged taps that are not
electrically terminated and result in signal reflections of the Gfast signal traveling on each path. This produces attenuation
distortion or “nulls” in the attenuation curve, based on the length of wire in each of the bridged taps. The “star”
configuration affects the frequency bands used by Gfast; therefore, this test confirms whether the Gfast link still works
with the in-home wiring, albeit with reduced data rates.
2m

DPU

test
lead

100 m

NTP

STARR

2.5 m

Isolated Drop Wire
CAD55/CW1420

5m

20 m

10 m

In Premises Wiring
CAD55/CW1420

Home Network Bridged Tap (HNBT) Topology
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test
lead

CPE

The Gamma Data Rate (GDR) is checked and should be greater than or equal to 99% of the Net Data Rate. The error rate
should be equal to the noise floor of the modems and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio Margin should be greater or equal to its
setting.
For this test, the switch automatically includes or excludes the cable segments to produce the different straight loop
lengths required for the data rate vs. reach testing. The traffic generator is configured to run at 90% of the Gamma Data
Rate (GDR) and generates and analyzes the data traffic rates and number of errors. The Home Network Bridged Tap
emulates the in-home wiring with a star bridge tap configuration. The estimated test time is 45 minutes
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1)
BT Cable CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)
Telebyte HNBT- Starbox Home Network Bridged Tap Star configuration and straight loop

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
Connection Diagram 1 of 2
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Connection Diagram 2 of 2
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Multi-Line Basic Throughput Test
The Multi-Line Basic Throughput Test validates whether multiple Gfast links (from two to eight) can reach the expected
data rate vs four different loop lengths. The Gfast link data rates will vary inversely with the loop attenuation so this must
be tested to see if the performance of the modems can use sufficient bandwidth to achieve the expected data rates. In a
multi-line test, Vectoring is also tested to ensure the Far End Crosstalk (FEXT) is being properly cancelled to maintain high
data rate performance.
The test is setup with some of the Gfast links at different loop lengths for a non-collocated rate vs. reach test. This is a
worst-case test for Vectoring with the different power output transmitted on each channel due to the different loop
lengths used.
A line will be selected as the “High Rate Line” and the traffic generator will be set to carry a high rate of Ethernet traffic
on this line while all other “Low Rate Lines” will have 1Mbps Ethernet traffic. The bit-rate for the “High Rate Line” is
configured to 90% of the GDR for that selected line.
The Gamma Data Rate is checked and should be greater than or equal to 80% of the Net Data Rate. The unavailable
seconds (UAS) should be less than or equal to 60 and the Signal to Noise Ratio Margin should be greater or equal to its
setting. For this test, a switch automatically includes or excludes the cable segments to produce the different loop lengths
required for the data rate vs. reach testing. The CW1420 cable has 4 pairs so the FEXT is highest among this group of four
modems. The Vectoring FEXT cancellation is tested in all 8 links with higher FEXT among two groups of four modems. The
traffic generator generates and analyzes the data traffic rates and number of errors. The estimated test time is 60 minutes
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1)
BT Cable CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Connection Diagram
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Multi-Line Disorderly Shutdown Test
The Multi-Line Disorderly Shutdown Test validates whether from 2 to 8 Gfast links can maintain their links if one of them
is shutdown unexpectedly and then retrains. The Gfast links in a multi-line test with Vectoring need to be tested to ensure
that one unstable line does not affect the entire vectoring group of Gfast links.
This test is setup with the Gfast links using 4 different loop lengths of 20m, 50m, 100m and 200m. A randomly selected
loop is subjected to a disconnection of the CPE for 10 seconds and then the CPE is retrained. Then a different CPE line has
the power unplugged for 10 seconds and then it is powered back on. A line that is in a changing state from disconnected
to connected or powered up and then powered down will cause the DPU to adjust the Vectoring Matrix dynamically. This
scenario tests the stability of the DPU under changing link conditions and ensures that all the modems train up and support
a valid service state.
There should be no Unavailable Seconds (UAS), Fast reinitializations (FAST_INITS) or Full initializations (FULL_INITS) on any
of the uninterrupted lines.
For this test, the cable farm automation switch automatically includes or excludes the cable segments to produce the
different loop lengths required for the data rate vs. reach testing and opens the line at the CPE side. The traffic generator
generates and analyzes the data traffic rates and number of errors. The estimated test time is 5 minutes
Minimum Hardware Requirement
•
•
•
•

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (x1)
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (x1) [or 4902-2-300L-TPD]
BT Cable CW1420 cable (x 2, 400m spools, each cut to 5 specific segment lengths)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)

This test can be automated using the UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Automation Software (“BBF Gfast Certification Testing”
Test Package - Lite, Professional or Advanced Version)
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Connection Diagram
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Minimum Requirement Considerations:
 While one 4902-AWG2-300 (2-port) AWG card and one 4902-AWG4-300 AWG card are
the required minimum, two 4902-AWG4-300 (4-port) AWG cards may be considered as
they will better utilize the 4902-D4-120 4-port noise injector or the 4902-2-300L-TPD 2port noise injector and is required for Profile 212 testing. Two cards are required to do
simultaneous frequency domain and time domain impulse noise testing.

 While the single-line tests require only one spool of the CW1420-400 cable (for 4 lines),
two spools are needed for the multiline tests (8 lines). Two spools are noted in the
Minimum Hardware Requirements section because one set up is used for both types of
testing.

 CW1420-400 cable loops must be calibrated to ensure they are the correct electrical
length per the requirements of TR-285 and IR-337.

 For Profile 212a testing the noise injector should be Model 4902-2-300L-TPD.
 The total test times indicated are based on use of the UNH-IOL’s Test Sentinel Automation
software.
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Product Information For:

Telebyte CFA-24 Cable Farm Automation Switch (Twisted Pair, 212 MHz)
Telebyte 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C Gfast Single-Channel Local Loop Simulator
Telebyte 4902 Gfast Universal Noise Generator (300 MHz)
Telebyte 4902-D4-120 Gfast 4-port Noise Injector (Twisted Pair, 120 MHz)
Telebyte 4902-2-300L-TPD Gfast 2-port Noise Injector (Twisted Pair, 300 MHz)
501 Gfast Digital Analyzer/Noise Capture (250 MHz)
501-JIG Gfast Test Jig (106 or 212 MHz, No Reverse Power Feed)
501-PROBE-D250 Single Channel Differential Probe (Twisted Pair, 250 MHz)
Digital Lightwave MPA™ (Multi-Protocol Analyzer™)
UNH-TSA-TEL UNH-IOL Test Sentinel Test Automation software

While this guide does not cover testing over coaxial cable,
we offer products for that purpose.
Please contact sales@telebytebroadband.com
for more information.
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Telebyte Model CFA-24 Transparent Cable Farm Automation Switch
•

Ideal for Broadband Forum’s ID-337 Gfast Certification and
TR-249 VDSL2 Vectoring Testing

•

High performance transparent solution designed to
automate testing of cable farms

•

Use additional units to expand the number of segments and
channels

•

Multiple Vectoring groups per unit or across multiple units

•

Co-located and non-co-located test configurations

•

Connect cables once then switch programmatically

•

Automatically terminates unused channels and/or segments

•

Micro-Interruptions

•

Supports Reverse Powering for Gfast

•

Low crosstalk/low insertion Loss

•

Control/Power via Power Over Ethernet (POE)

•

Embed remote commands in scripts (e.g., TCL, Python)

The Model CFA-24 Transparent Cable Farm Automation Switch is a transparent, electrically neutral, switching device that allows
up to twenty-four incoming twisted pair cable farm lines to be switched to five different loop segments. Use your own cable or
purchase cable from Telebyte. Operating in a frequency band up to 212 MHz, the CFA-24 is highly suited to lab-grade testing of
next-gen devices where live crosstalk is required (e.g., VDSL2 Vectoring or Gfast performance testing). Telebyte’s superior
transparency delivers excellent crosstalk accuracy. Ideal for IR-337 Gfast Certification and TR-249 VDSL2 Vectoring testing.
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Telebyte Model 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C Single-Channel Gfast Loop Simulator

Multi-Wire Type Gfast Single-Channel
Local Loop Simulator

•

Simulation of TP100 as defined by BBF

•

WT-285 issue 2 (Attenuation, Impedance, and Group Delay

•

Maximum Attenuation up to 70dB

•

Bandwidth DC to 240 MHz

•

Low Noise Floor of < -167 dBm/Hz

•

Support for Testing of Reverse Power Feeding

•

Repeatable, configurable, realistic

•

Efficient Automation / Repeatable Testing

•

Ethernet Control (CLI or GUI)

TP100 (25-624m in 1m increments) and
CAD55 (20m, 50m, 100m, 200m, 300m, 400m)
The Model 800-1-212-TP100 Series offers the world’s first passive local loop simulators designed for testing Gfast. This test solution
provides a variety of loop lengths and increments that are perfect for repeatable and configurable Gfast performance testing.
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Telebyte Model 4902 Universal Gfast Noise Generator

•

Bandwidth 20 kHz to 300 MHz

•

Add in RFI and AWGN (at variable levels)

•

Suitable for wide range of applications including VDSL2
Vectoring and Gfast testing

•

Specify impedance, sampling rate and DUT location

•

•

Crest Factor greater than 5

Optional Noise Modules setup and run all tests in standard
automatically

•

High degree of accuracy

•

Design custom loops with Loop Configuration Editor

•

Expandable, modular design

•

Save custom noise files or entire configurations to repeat
tests with ease and accuracy

•

Import MATLAB (.mat), CSV, or Excel (.xls) noise files

•

Remote control via Ethernet

•

Adjust Amplitude of Crosstalk and Impulse noise

•

Gfast Specific Noise

o
o

High-density version holds up to 6 (2 or 4-port) AWG
cards for a maximum of 24 AWG outputs
Portable version holds up to 4 (2 or 4-port) AWG
cards for a maximum of 16 AWG outputs

•

Inject crosstalk and impulse noise combined

•

Independent control of each AWG output

•

o

Background Gaussian Noise (Piecewise Flat, Colored)

Select from common crosstalk types such as ADSL,
VDSL2, and Gfast

o

High Frequency Impulse Noise (PEIN, SHINE)

•

Standardized Impulse noises such as REIN, SHINE, PEIN,
and Switching Power Supply noise

o

PLC Noise

o

RFI (FM, Broadcast TV)

•

Real World Measured Impulse Noises for Gfast

Spark Plug Ignition Noise

•

Specify NEXT, FEXT and number of disturbers

o
o

Reverse Power Feed Noise

User-friendly configuration software allows the user to select and build impairment models common to DSL network
implementations including VDSL2 Profile 35b and Gfast. A generous assortment of custom crosstalk as well as impulse noises (e.g.,
REIN, SHINE and PEIN) can be created. It can also generate a wide variety of interferences above 30 MHz that may impact Gfast
deployments. These include background Gaussian noise, high frequency impulse noise (PEIN, SHINE), FM radio, Broadcast TV, Spark
Plug Ignition noise, PLC noise, Reverse Power Feed noise and more. In addition, user-defined files in several formats (such as
MATLAB. CSV and Excel) may be imported. Optional noise modules automatically setup standards-based testing for IR-337,
TR-114, TR-105, TR-115, TR-100 and more.
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Telebyte Model 4902-D4-120 4-Channel Differential Mode Noise Injector

20 kHz to 120 MHz
•

120 MHz

•

4 channels

•

Independent differential mode noise injection

•

Distributed noise

•

Micro-interrupts

•

Integrated noise combining

Telebyte Model 4902-2-300L-TPD 2-Channel Twisted Pair Noise Injector

20 kHz to 300 MHz

•

300 MHz

•

2 channels

•

Independent differential mode noise injection

•

Integrated noise combining
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Telebyte Model 501 Gfast Analyzer/Field Noise Capture

High-Performance • 212MHz • Portable
•

Capture, analyze and monitor live
noise/interference on a DSL line

•

Includes Digital Storage Oscilloscope

•

o

Noise Capturing

o

Concurrent visual feedback of capture data and free
space remaining

Includes FFT-based Spectrum Analyzer

o

Computation of impulse noise statistics

•

Up to 212 MHz

o

View capture in time/frequency domain

•

Portable or rack-mountable high-performance
system with 2 capture channels

o

Up to 8 TB of storage

o

Gfast Lab Testing

•

Nonintrusive differential mode

o

Evaluate crosstalk on real cable for Gfast

•

Easy-to-use interface

o

•

Troubleshoot real field conditions

Testing on both sides of network
simultaneously

•

Export to wide range of file types

o

Performs Gfast PSD mask verification without
separate measurements

o

Measures Gfast TDD inter-symbol gap

The Gfast Analyzer is a Digital Storage Oscilloscope and Spectrum Analyzer in one portable, high-performance system. Perform
Gfast PSD mask verification and measure the TDD inter-symbol gap with one instrument using the software's Gfast PSD and TDD
analysis features.
Bring live noise from the field back to the lab for injection into test loops. Prepare crosstalk and impulse files for export to the
Model 4902 Multi-Output Noise Generator with this 212 MHz system, capable of transparently capturing high frequency
interference. The MATLAB-based interface provides convenient options for range selection, sampling rate, capture length and
more. The solution operates in three capture modes for control of recording of time. The Solution also acts as a real-time, general
purpose, portable data acquisition system. This convenient feature can be used during installation and maintenance or for
spectrum monitoring and analysis to support documentation and reports on the field environment.
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Telebyte Model 501-JIG, 501-PROBE-D250

Using the 501-Portable (or 501-HD) with the 501-JIG and 501-PROBE-D250 is an ideal solution for automating many tests in IR-337
(the Broadband Forum's Gfast Certification Test Plan). The 501-JIG provides two test tools for IR-337 testing (PSD Test Jig and TIGA
Test Jig) while the 501-PROBE-D250 can be used for the IR-337 Timing Tests.
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Digital Lightwave Model MPA® Multi-Protocol Analyzer

•

Multi-protocol testing in a compact form factor system (1U x 19 in chassis)

•

Field upgradeable, rack-mounted platform with up to five test modules

•

All ports can be configured independently and operated simultaneously

•

Each port supports 21 rates and protocols

•

Multi-Protocol Module (MPM) supports OTN, SONET/SDH, Ethernet and Fibre Channel

•

Intuitive interface with a simple, consistent setup and workflow across all test modules

•

Every test feature accessible by remote GUI and automation scripting

•

Supports 20 simultaneous users

•

Industry proven platform provides efficient and cost-effective support and service

•

Cloud-based management option for each module

•

Most cost-effective compact solution for multi-protocol testing

•

Significantly reduces the amount of testing equipment, required footprint, and test time

•

One single platform for multi-protocol testing requirements which will grow as needs change and
expand, allowing modules to be easily added on-site and new capabilities to be downloaded

•

110/240VAC or -48VDC input power options

•

Compliant with Gfast IR-337 FAST Certification Test Plan
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Test Sentinel Automation Software (1-Year License)
Telebyte offers a one-year license for the UNH-IOL’s Test Sentinel Automation software to complement our test solutions. Developed
by the prestigious University of New Hampshire’s Interoperability Laboratory, the software automates testing by managing,
configuring and controlling all network equipment, Telebyte test instruments, CO/DPU and CPE devices, traffic generators and storage
of test data results. The Test Sentinel is available in three versions:
Description

UNH-TS-LITE

UNH-TS-PRO

UNH-TS-ADV

BBF Gfast Certification Testing (IR-337)

✔

✔

✔

BBF VDSL2 Performance Testing (TR-114)

✔

✔

✔

BBF ADSL & ADSL2/2plus Performance Testing (TR-067/TR-100)

✔

✔

Custom DSL Rate vs Reach Performance Tests

✔

✔

Custom Gfast Rate vs Reach Performance Tests

✔

✔

BBF VDSL2 Vectoring Performance (TR-249)

✔

Full Custom Test Scripting

✔

Supported Equipment
Traffic Generators

DPU*

DSLAM*

CPE
Noise Generation
Digital Analysis
Line Simulators

Multipair Crosstalk Systems

Digital Lightwave EAHD
Spirent TestCenter (version 4.75)
Xena Layer 2-3 Test Platform
ADTRAN 508G, 516G, SDX2221
Calix E5-16F
Huawei MA5811S
Nokia SX-16F, DX-16F, SX_8F
Casa Systems (NetComm Wireless) NDD-4110
ADTRAN hix5625, Total Access 1248V, Total Access 3000, Total Access 5000
Calix B Series, C7 Series, E Series
Ericsson EDN Series
Huawei SmartAX UA5000, SmartAX MA5603
Nokia ISAM 7300 Series, ASAM 7300 Series
All vendors
Telebyte 4901, 4901-D1-Micro, 4902-Portable, 4902-HD, 4902-D4-120,
4902-2-300-TPD
Telebyte 501, 501-JIG, 501-Probe-D, 501-Probe-D250
HNBT-Starbox, 458-LM-A2-18, 458-LM-A2-36, 458-LM-E1-30-04+,
458-LM-E1-30-TP100, 458-LM-A1-30-AWGN(2), 458-LM-A1-30-TR114,
458-LM-E2-36, 458-LM-E1-36-04, 458-LM-E1-36-TP100, 800-1-212-TP100-624-1C
Telebyte CFA-24, VxT-48-DC+, 4902-Portable, 4902-HD

* List of supported equipment subject to change. Other equipment can be integrated upon request
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